
The mirror has the following features:

Also includes:

Full body length shots

Instant prints

Neon signature on the mirror

Interactive prompts appearing on the mirrored 
surface (100s of different animations)

Interactive touch screen 
(animations, games, collage board, a lot of cool stuff)

Other photo booths might offer you the a choice of 
one or two backdrops, if that at all. Furthermore those 
are your run of the mill cloth solid backgrounds. We at 
6ix photobooths have a ever growing variety of back-
drops. We currently have over 10 8ftx8ft seamless 
tension fabric displays to offer at no extra cost. We 
includes premium backdrops in our package because 
they make the pictures really stand out as opposed to 
regular cloth backdrops so its win win for everyone. 
These are all patterned designs and we are sure there 
will be something there for everyone. We can discuss 
backdrops with you if you have any questions. Further-

which can be added onto any package at a extra cost. 
If you would are interested in this, you can reach out 
to us for a quote.

CLICK HERE to checkout the mirror in action on 
my Instagram for all updated  and recent content  

Your photos can be printed out on 4x6 or 2x6 strips. 
We have over 100 templates to pick from which we will 

touch. Or we can design the template from scratch as 
well.

Guestbooks
We can also do guestbooks for you. This would be a 
$55 add on where we would ask each guest who takes 
a picture using the photo booth to sign and leave a 
personal message. We would organize and take care of 
the whole process for you. We can discuss this if you 
are interested in this option.

Photo Frames/ Photo Sleeves
We also offer photo frames for the 4x6 prints that the 
guests receive. If you are interested in this option, we 
can provide you a quote. I will attach a picture of exam-
ple frame for your reference.

ADD ONS
The guests receive an instant 4x6 print

Party props (different themes available). I offer a 
lot of props

Link provided to all the pictures after the event 
or can be given on a USB

The guests also can get the option of emailing them-
selves the pictures or even texting themselves the 

We make custom animations for all our events. We 
have a special animations person who is dedicated to 
giving your event that extra unique touch.  We have a 
wide variety of ways we can customize the animations 
to your event. Our animations set us apart from the                    
competition.You can see the endless possibilities 
of animations we can do for you by clicking HERE.

CUSTOM TEMPLATES

PREMIUM BACKDROPS

CUSTOM ANIMATIONS



Professional Quality DSLR Photos

Unlimited High Quality, Dye Sub Prints

Choice of 2×6 or 4×6 prints

Choice of Personalized Print Layout

Killer Props & Accessories

Ethusiastic On-Site Host

Digital copies of all photos for you

Touch screen photo-signing

Customizable Emoji Stamping

Professional Quality DSLR Photos

Unlimited High Quality, Dye Sub Prints

Choice of 2×6 or 4×6 prints

Choice of Personalized Print Layout

Killer Props & Accessories

Ethusiastic On-Site Host

Digital copies of all photos for you

Touch screen photo-signing

Customizable Emoji Stamping

Customized Animation

Choice of Premium Backdrop

Instant Text & Email Pictures

Retro Games

LED Frame

VIP Setup with Red Carpet & Stanchions

Free Memory Book Scrapbook

Free Custom Print Layout

PRO FEATURES

Customized Animation

Choice of Premium Backdrop

Instant Text & Email Pictures

Retro Games

STANDARD FEATURES

Professional Quality DSLR Photos

Unlimited High Quality, Dye Sub Prints

Choice of 2×6 or 4×6 prints

Choice of Personalized Print Layout

Killer Props & Accessories

Ethusiastic On-Site Host

Digital copies of all photos for you

Touch screen photo-signing

Customizable Emoji Stamping

STANDARD FEATURES STANDARD FEATURES

PRO FEATURES

GOLD PACKAGESILVER PACKAGE


